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I wanted to take this opportunity to thank everyone 
involved in the Citizens in Policing agenda during 
what I think it’s fair to say are some extraordinary 
times as we all take some unprecedented measures 
in the fight against COVID-19.  I recognise the surge 
of interest in volunteering at this time with many 
keen to support which is much appreciated, but 
also understand the need to do this in a safe and 
measured way.  I know that many Forces are taking 
a diverse and innovative approach to harness the 
energy of our Volunteers and Special Constables at 
this time, adapting arrangements, embracing new 
ways, as we work to maintain our commitment to 
keeping everyone safe.  This has involved some 
taking on alternative roles; others supporting 
partnering organisations and others meeting virtually 
to help support the national effort.

I want to express my gratitude for the dedication and 
public-spirited actions of each and every one of you 
- thank you and please take care of yourselves, your 
families and each other.

Lisa Winward 
Chief Constable, North Yorkshire Police & NPCC 
Citizens in Policing Lead

DCC DEBBIE FORD 
OF NORTHUMBRIA 
CONSTABULARY 
& NPCC LEAD FOR 
THE NATIONAL PSV 
STRATEGY  
Police Support Volunteers 
(PSVs) are a hugely important 
part of the police family and 
never more so than dealing 
with a national emergency. 

The safety of our PSVs is paramount however whilst 
PSVs can still make an invaluable contribution 
through volunteering we need to ensure they do so 
safely. To that end, guidance has been developed 
to support Forces to enable PSVs to continue to 
volunteer where they can.  I hope that this will allow 
PSVs to continue to volunteer within policing  and  
will ensure that they feel valued and involved in 
keeping the public safe.

Thank you for what you do.
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Volunteering Matters has been produced with support from Graham 
Holmes,Volunteers, Force Practitioners and Communications Teams.  
Please send you articles to the Editor:
Tina.shelton@gmp.police.uk
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TIME WELL SPENT REPORT 
In January, the NCVO launched their new 
research report on Volunteering in the Public 
Sector. This is the second of their focused Time 
Well Spent reports on the volunteer experience, 
exploring different themes from the national 
survey of over 10,000 adults across Great 
Britain.  You can read or download the full report 
via the link:  https://ncvo-publishing-storage.
s3.amazonaws.com/documents/ncvo_time_well_
spent__public_services_report.pdf

EDITORS 
FOREWORD

We are still managing the impact of COVID-19 and 
as we try and come to terms with this really difficult 
time, Forces are still exploring and developing new 
ways to best involve and support our Police Support 
Volunteers (PSVs).

The majority of Forces have asked their PSVs 
to stay at home in these times; however some 
Forces have now sent an online volunteer survey 
to all their PSVs, asking them some key questions 
around vulnerabilities and whether they would like 
to return to support policing where they can offer 
additionality and support to paid staff coping with the 
unprecedented tasks and activities that come with 
the fight against COVID-19.  The National Citizens 
in Policing Team have produced some good practice 
to support Forces who would like to utilise their 
PSVs going forward, which includes processes to 
help volunteers return to policing safely, such as risk 
assessments which include social distancing rules, 
safe workspace, and clarity on the tasks they are 
offering to undertake. 

The Government advice does stipulate that 
people may leave their house if volunteering 
cannot be done from home, whether related to the 
coronavirus response or not; however they should 
follow Government advice which includes social 
distancing.

I am sure I am not alone when I say that I feel it is 
really important to stay in touch with those PSVs 

that are staying at home, whether that is through 
the Force’s choice or their own choice in terms of 
having to social distance or self-isolate. Personally, 
I cannot reiterate how fantastic is has been to have 
DutySheet for PSVs.  It has enabled me to send 
daily messages and “quotes” to ensure that the 
PSVs know that we are still thinking of them, as well 
as being able to send extracts from the Daily Force 
COVID-19 Bulletins, so that, I hope, they still feel 
part of policing.

This is a tough time for everyone. COVID-19 
presents a real risk to individuals, friends and 
family. Our usual routines no longer apply and 
staying home can make life more tougher for some, 
but when suggesting returning to volunteering in 
policing, please be mindful that its not right for 
everyone.  We also have a responsibility to look out 
for the wellbeing of all our volunteers too.

Whether your Force is able to engage your 
PSVS in volunteering activities at this time or 
not, communication is vital, not only for them 
to understand how the Force is responding to 
COVID-19 allowing them to remain involved, but 
also for those that live alone, it’s another form 
of contact for them.  Communicating with our 
volunteers is also key to retention when we can 
once more fully involve our PSVs in policing when 
this is all over.

It just remains for me to say to everyone ‘please 
stay safe.’

Tina Shelton 
Editor Volunteering Matters

Chinese New Year in Liverpool saw members of 
the Special Constabulary out in force engaging 
with the community whilst embracing Chinese 
culture. 

Two of the Specials Constables that were on 
duty were Chinese and went back to the Chinese 

Pagoda Centre where they were both once 
part of the internationally renowned Chinese 
Youth Orchestra. In addition, Special Constable 
David Lau used his language skills on our social 
media, joining other Chinese officers to wish 
everyone, Gong Hey Fat Choi, Happy Chinese 
New Year, the year of the rat, which signifies new 
beginnings.

Merseyside Police Crime Commissioner has 
commissioned a Chinese Lion in the Force 
colours with Force crest and PCC insignia, to 
promote the work being 
undertaken to engage 
with the wider Chinese 
Community.

 



GMP WELCOMES 
NEW POLICE 
SUPPORT 
VOLUNTEERS
The first volunteer induction of 2020 took place on 
Monday 27 January and saw 6 new Police Support 
Volunteers join the Force.

The voluntary roles they will be 
undertaking are varied; Road 
Policing Volunteer, Scambuster, 
Community Volunteer in the 
Sexual Offender Management 
Unit, Bike Safe Volunteer, 
Museum Volunteer and VPC Team 
Leader.

The 6 new volunteers, three of 
whom are retired Police Officers, 
join the other 103 active Police 
Support Volunteers within the 
Force.

Tina Shelton, Regional Citizens in Policing 
Coordinator, says: “I am so pleased to be able to 
welcome citizens who are willing to give up their free 
time to help support policing.  

“Through the Citizens in Policing Programme, 
and in line with the Citizens Contract, GMP wants 
to provide voluntary opportunities to members of 
the public who have the enthusiasm and skills to 
support policing by helping to make communities 
safe as well as improving links with the community.

“The Citizens in Policing Programme 
enables the Force to strengthen 
existing relationships with the 
communities of Greater Manchester, 
and by harnessing the energies of local 
communities to work together supports 
the Force in continuing to reduce 
demand, enhance service delivery, 
keep people safe, and increases trust 
and confidence in the police service.

“I wish the new Volunteers a positive 
volunteering experience with GMP and 
cannot thank them enough for stepping 
forward to support policing in Greater 
Manchester.”
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WEST YORKSHIRE 
VPC SUCCESS
Cadets from the Keighley Volunteer Police Cadets 
in West Yorkshire have been off to a flying start with 
their volunteering this year. 

As part of their Duke of Edinburgh Award, Cadets 
must complete a certain number of hours of 
volunteering in order to gain their award and the 
Keighley Cadets have done a number of events and 

raised some money for their chosen charity. 

At the start of their programme the Cadets teamed 
up with Sue Ryder Manorlands Hospice. Throughout 
year one the Cadets worked alongside the Hospice 
and their fundraising team helping out at their 
various fundraising events such as marshalling, 
handing out goodie bags or helping with food and 
drink. 

Going into the second year the Cadets and the team 
decided to continue supporting Manorlands and as 
well as providing volunteering support through their 
many events they also want to raise some money 
for the Hospice by taking part in some of the events 
too! 

In September the Cadets provided marshalling at a 
music event run by the charity; they went viral after 
a video of two of the Cadets dancing along to the 
music was posted online! Following that some of the 
Cadets and the Unit Leader took part in the Starlight 
Hike – a 10km night walk to raise money for the 
Hospice, which raised £361.20. The Cadets are also 
planning further events to raise even more money! 
We have set a target of £1000 to raise this year!  

The Cadets have also helped raise funds by bag 
packing at a local supermarket for DrugFam, 
which is a charity that supports families suffering 
bereavement as a result of drug abuse. The Cadets 
raised £340.07 which will go towards helping to 
educate school children about the impact that drug 
abuse has on families. 

Finally the Cadets have also supported a local 
cricket club by providing marshalling for their Bonfire 
Night event and have paraded in the Remembrance 
Parade in their local town.

The first Women in the Special Constabulary 
Conference was jointly hosted by Devon and 
Cornwall Special Constabulary, ASCO and the 
University of Exeter on Sunday 8 March which 
was International Women Day 2020

The aim of this conference was to identify the 
unique leadership challenges and experiences 
facing women within the Special Constabulary 
whilst raising the profile and visibility of women in 
policing generally. 

The day included talks by Dr Wilson-Kovacs 
focusing on using the Special Constabulary as a 
stepping stone to the regular service and Alison 
Hernandez talked about women in leadership 
roles in criminal justice.  There were also 
workshops exploring the challenges facing female 
Special Constables, Leadership Styles and Skills 
and Officer Wellbeing.
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HIGH TEA AT THE 
HEADLAND 

CELEBRATING CORNWALL’S 
POLICE SUPPORT 
VOLUNTEERS
Police Support Volunteers and Buddies from across 
Cornwall gathered together for an afternoon of 
celebration at Newquay’s Headland Hotel. 

Cornwall Development Officers Sarah Corber 
and Elaine Fell wanted to find a way to thank 
everyone who has supported Citizens in Policing 
in Cornwall…what better way than Afternoon Tea 
at one of the County’s most beautiful locations 
overlooking Fistral Beach.

The event was hosted by Cornwall’s Senior 
Management Team – East Cornwall LPA 
Commander, Superintendent Ian Drummond- 
Smith and West Cornwall LPA Commander, 
Superintendent Adrian Leisk.  Superintendent 
Leisk opened the event by thanking everyone for 
their enormous generosity in supporting Cornwall’s 
Policing Teams.  He made special mention that 
the 122 Police Support Volunteers in Cornwall had 
already given over 7000 hours so far in 2019.

Presentations from Inspector Rick Milburn on 
County Lines and Cyber Crime from Cyber Protect 
Officers Grahame Mace and Laura Cowie took 
place and gave the guests an insight into police 
work. 

Superintendent Drummond-Smith closed the event 
acknowledging the wonderful contribution that 
Volunteers make to the Force and their communities 
and how valued they are.

THE DAY DAWNED WITH A MET OFFICE 
STORMY WEATHER WARNING WHICH 
SARAH AND ELAINE EXPERIENCED AS 
THEY ARRIVED AT THE HOTEL EARLY 
TO MAKE PREPARATIONS. DESPITE 
THE SOMEWHAT GUSTY CONDITIONS 
BATTERING THE NORTH COAST, THE 
RAIN STAYED AWAY AND THE SUN 
SHONE!

A Sussex Police scheme that 
will see Volunteers help support 
fraud victims across the county 
was launched by Police and 
Crime Commissioner Katy Bourne 
(above centre).  
 
With fraud being the fastest 
growing crime type, there are 
thousands of victims each year in 
Sussex. Now some 23 volunteers 
will be officially joining Sussex 
Police and they’ll work with 
officers to contact local individuals 
and businesses who have 
recently reported scams to Action 
Fraud.  
 
Each Volunteer will be 
responsible for sending emails or 
letters, offering tailored prevention 
advice on areas such as 
telephone/mobile phone scams, 
identity theft and online hacking.  
 
Between April 2018 and March 
2019, there were 13,779 scams 
reported to Action Fraud, (a 6% 
increase compared with the 
same period the previous year) 
with a total of £28.2m stolen 
from Sussex residents, (a 16%  
increase).  Many victims of fraud 

find themselves being re-targeted 
in the future.  
 
Financial Abuse Safeguarding 
Officer Bernadette Lawrie said: 
“Under Operation Signature every 
victim of fraud who is vulnerable 
will be seen by a uniformed 
officer but the launch of this new 
scheme ensures that every victim 
of fraud is contacted by Sussex 
Police. We would like to see the 
number of victims and repeat 
victims significantly reduced and 
for the public to feel more digitally 
confident and scam aware.  
 
“They will be contacted by letter 
or email by Fraud Prevention 
Volunteers who will provide 
them with a tailored package of 
advice specific to the fraud that 
they have experienced. They 
will be provided with information, 
including signposting to local 
crime prevention events.” 
 
With scams ranging from the 
simplest confidence trick to the 
most sophisticated high-tech 
online fraud, it is important to 
keep up-to-date with the latest 
news and advice.

 
Safe Space Sussex, the only 
local online directory of support 
services, has been updated to 
include specific advice and details 
of local fraud awareness events. 
Now victims will be proactively 
signposted to this website for help 
and support.  
 
Sussex Police and Crime 
Commissioner Katy Bourne, who 
launched the scheme, said: “It’s 
not about patronising people 
but about acknowledging that 
scammers are finding it easier to 
masquerade in our lives by using 
all the personal information that is 
readily available online. By giving 
people the right tools to protect 
themselves in the future we hope 
to significantly reduce the amount 
of those re-victimised by this 
crime.” 
 
Sussex Police has been working 
over the last year with partners 
including local county councils 
and charities to put this scheme 
together. It is soon to begin in 
West Sussex and then will extend 
to East Sussex and Brighton and 
Hove. 
 
Mrs Bourne adds: “Volunteers 
within policing are an essential 
cog in the workings of the Force. 
Warranted officers and trained 
police staff can’t always fill these 
gaps in communication; it places 
too much strain on resources 
and takes them away from where 
they are needed most. I know 
that this scheme was inundated 
with applications from potential 
volunteers and this makes me 
proud to live in a county that has 
such an amazing appetite to give 
back.”

SUSSEX VOLUNTEERS HELP 
VICTIMS OF FRAUD
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CITY OF LONDON 
POLICE RESERVES 
STUDENT SPECIAL 
CONSTABLES AS 
POLICE SUPPORT 
VOLUNTEERS
The City of London Police Reserve (CLPR) is the 
over-arching organisation of community members 
who volunteer to support the City of London 
Police. It is formed of Special Constables, Policing 
Volunteers and Volunteer Police Cadets.

Since the changes to volunteering in the police 
service were introduced by the Policing and 
Crime Act 2017 the CLPR has been developing 
volunteering roles and opportunities in the City of 
London Police and are exploring how volunteers 

with designated policing powers can complement 
the Special Constabulary. As Student Special 
Constable are attested and then complete a 7 
month Initial learning programme; it was identified 
that they were an untapped resource and they 
could be utilised during their training. Being able to 
deploy Student Specials, even though they were 
not yet sworn in, would enable the City to call on 
more resources for key operations and after major 
incidents.

The Force explored the appetite amongst the 
Student Specials as well as senior management and 
with positive interest, they focussed on what powers 
should be designated, what training was essential 
and what kit was needed. It was eventually agreed 
that:

Student Specials would be designated as Police 
Support Volunteers (PSV) with all the possible 
designatory powers of a Constable, but exercisable 
in the City of London Police District only. Powers of 
arrest and stop & search cannot be designated.

As there was no intention that these students would 

regularly patrol on their own and if deployed, they 
would always be accompanied by an experienced 
officer, it was determined that the full initial learning 
syllabus would not be necessary. The minimum 
training required would include personal safety, 
first aid, IT, equality and human rights, procedural 
justice, dynamic risk-assessment, pocket note book 
rules and responding to incidents.  

The Specials’ uniform would be used when 
deployed as a PSV but instead of the helmet/bowler 
or flat cap, a baseball cap would be worn. Following 
the precedent set by City PCSOs, batons, handcuffs 
and incapacitant spray would not be carried. New 
rank patches referencing the CLPR would be 
worn so that with their baseball cap there was an 
identifiable difference between warranted officers 
and PSVs. 

With the governance structure agreed it was 
decided that the 2019 cohort would be first 
deployed as a pilot on the operation for one of 
the Remembrance Sunday services in the City. 
The baseball caps and new CLPR rank patches 
were purchased and the Commissioner signed 
the Students’ designated powers certificates. 
The Students, now PSVs, are deployed on duties 
including sector patrol, traffic management, parade-
security and were involved in a number of incidents 
including providing first aid and dealing with minor 
offences. They attracted a lot of interest from the 
public and veterans and especially from colleagues 
in the Special Constabulary and regular Force. 

The Student Specials deployed as PSVs found the 
operation of value and helped them put into practice 
their learning, earlier than they would have done 
so they were upskilled when they did commence 
response duties as Special Constables.

Their deployment on Remembrance Sunday was 
considered successful and as their attestation was 
only a short time away further street duties as PSVs 
were not planned. Unfortunately there followed the 
terrorist incident at Fishmonger’s Hall on London 
Bridge. Specials attended this as first responders 
and the following day with the focus on community 
safety, Special Constables were joined on patrol by 
these PSVs. 

Both the planned Remembrance Sunday 
Operation and the response to the major incident 
demonstrated the value of Student Officers being 
deployed as PSVs who could actively support 
City operations and response to major incidents. 
They are a cost-effective response in providing a 
pool of appropriately-trained volunteers, and being 
designated with police powers was of benefit.

The 2020 Cohort are planned to be designated as 
PSVs as well and although the priority and focus 
has to be on their initial learning, the CLPR can 
use their powers not only as an extra resource but 
also to help their training, for example after learning 
about traffic they can be deployed on the streets 
and stop vehicles and check driving documents for 
real.
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Cadet Leaders from across the region came 
together at Suffolk Police Headquarters for a day of 
engagement and news about the Volunteer Police 
Cadet Scheme. The National Volunteer Cadet Hub 
ran the event, and 31 people attended the event, 
consisting of Cadet Leaders, Co-ordinators and 
CIP Managers.  T/ACC Cutler opened the event 
and thanked all the Leaders for their time and 
contribution to the Cadet Scheme. 

The event outlined what the National Volunteer 
Police Cadet Team can provide and proposed 
national standards such as safeguarding of young 
people. It also outlined the Volunteer Police Cadet 
journey with information of potential badge and 
award schemes each unit can complete with their 

Cadets. This will allow Cadets to potentially grow 
and develop further and take away something 
once they leave the Scheme to help with future 
employment and social skills.   

The event was also a chance for everyone from 
across the Eastern Region to meet up, compare 
how their units operated and share best practice 
and contacts. 

Suffolk currently has 57 Cadet Leaders. These are 
made up of 27 Police Officers/Police staff, 2 Special 
Constables, 17 Police Support Volunteers and 17 
Fire Leaders. The Police Cadets are a great way to 
show a range of diverse skills, have fun and to help 
further careers.

EXCEPTIONAL 
PROFESSIONALISM 
FROM VOLUNTEER 
POLICE CADET

Most will be aware of the incident regarding 
the bus crash on Saturday 5th October 2019 in 
Plymouth.  One of the Cadets, Harrison Auburn, 
was a passenger on the that bus and, despite 
the horrific nature of the incident, he took it upon 
himself to assist in any way he could by checking on 
passengers and handing out water and blankets.

VPC Leaders are always proud of their young peo-
ple; however Harrison’s actions are exceptional, go-
ing above and beyond in a selfless manner, showing 
courage and professionalism in line with the core 
values of Policing.

THE FOLLOWING IS AN ACCOUNT 
FROM HARRISON:

‘I knew in advance that the bus was 
crashing because it was veering into/
driving inside the hedge. I held onto 
a pole when the bus tipped so I was 

ok, this meant I could get out. On 
my way out I made sure everyone 

was conscious and then climbed out 
of the front windscreen (which had 
popped off). I then asked the driv-
er if he was calling the emergency 
services and when he said “yes”, I 
then called my mum, she said she 
was on her way. After I finished the 

phone call I went back in and double 
checked everyone was still ok and 
also reassured them that the emer-
gency services were on their way. 

Whilst in the bus I picked up my stuff 
and got back out of the bus. Once 
help came I handed out water and 
tried to calm down a group of ado-
lescents. Then we were allowed to 

leave and when we were about to go 
a couple told my mum ‘You should be 

proud of him, he made sure every-
one was ok’.

CADET LEADERS REGIONAL CONFERENCE



CITIZENS IN 
POLICING 
WORKSHOPS

BTP hosted a workshop in London on 23 February 
2020 to support the Career Specials and Specialist 
Roles workstream from the Special Constabulary 
National Strategy.

As well as presentations from Kent and 
Hertfordshire, there was an opportunity for 
workshops for delegates to discuss some of the 
barriers and positives of having opportunities in 
specialist roles for Special Constables.

On 5 February 2020 the Welsh Regional 
Coordinator Esther McLaughlin hosted a 
Recruitment & Selection workshop in London.  The 
event featured inputs from Inspector Tom Welsh, for 
Merseyside on their Special Constabulary Digital 
Recruitment Platform, and Tracey Hawthorne from 
Dyfed-Powys presented the OLEO (Former WCN) 
Recruitment System.  Good practice was shared 
and recorded when the delegates were asked to 
talk about two positives and two challenges in their 
Forces.
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QUEEN’S AWARD 
FOR VOLUNTARY 
SERVICES (QAVS) 
RECEPTION
On Thursday 27th February 2020 at County Hall, 
Chelmsford a reception was held to celebrate the 23 
nominations for the QAVS across the Essex County 
for the The Queens’ Award for Voluntary Service 
(QAVS) 2020.

The Essex Police Special Constabulary and the 
Essex Police Volunteer Police Cadets, are two of 
this year’s nominees. Winners of the QAVS are 
announced every year on 2nd June to coincide with 
HM The Queen’s Birthday Honours.

The QAVS reception brought together all local 
authorities from across Essex, the Community 
Voluntary Services (CVS) from across the county 
and others closely connected to the voluntary 
sector. Apart from saying “Thank You and Well 
Done” to excellent voluntary groups, the reception 
is to promote the QAVS to those closely connected 
to the voluntary sector and encourage them to 
nominate their excellent local voluntary groups to 
give them the opportunity to get the highest form of 
recognition for their work in the UK, the prestigious 

Queen’s Award for Voluntary Services.

Jennifer Tolhurst, Lord Lieutenant for the County of 
Essex, said, “The voluntary sector in Essex make 
a huge contribution to the well-being and life of our 
great county. It is wonderful to see so many groups 
nominated for this prestigious award and to be 
able to bring together those who are close to the 
voluntary sector to encourage them to find really 
outstanding groups for future nomination.”

Councillor John Jowers, Chairman of Essex County 
Council, said, “It is a great pleasure to jointly host 
this QAVS Reception with the Lord Lieutenant, in 
conjunction with Southend and Thurrock Councils, 
and sponsored by MITIE Facilities Services, to thank 
the excellent voluntary groups who have won and 
those who have been nominated for the Queen’s 
Award for Voluntary Services. The reception is also 
an opportunity to promote the Queen’s Award for 
future nominations.

Photograph – Queen’s Award for Voluntary 
Services Reception at County Hall, Chelmsford 
on 27th February 2020 – Mrs Jennifer Tolhurst, 
Lord Lieutenant, Cllr John Jowers, Chairman of 
Essex County Council, and Charles Clark OBE 
DL, Chair of the Essex QAVS Panel, together with 
groups nominated for the QAVS Award for 2020, 
some previous winners, Mayors of local authorities, 
Chief Executives of countywide CVS and others 
connected to the voluntary sector across the county.



A VOLUNTEER POLICE 
OFFICER REFLECTIONS
Special Inspector Simon Culling has served Essex 
as a volunteer police officer for 11 years. He has 
seen many sights, saved multiple lives and helped 
keep vulnerable people safe.

He has been reflecting on his unique journey and 
has listed his challenges and achievements since 
2008. 

I have volunteered. 
I have sacrificed more than 950 hours of my own time last 
year. 
I have a very understanding and supportive wife. 
I have run towards the man with the knife instead of 
away. 
I have searched for and found vulnerable missing people. 
I have protected people who were getting abused from 
their violent partners. 
I have dealt with neighbour disputes over trivial matters. 
I have chased a suspect on foot…and caught him! 
I have been sworn at. 
I have saved a life. 
I have trained to become an advanced driver (meaning 
I can use the police car on ‘blues and twos’ and pursue 
suspects who fail to stop their vehicle). 
I have been unfortunate enough to be kicked. 
I have arrested suspected murderers and rapists. 
I have made mistakes and learned from them. 
I have tutored new Specials. 
I have used my baton to defend myself. 
I have not yet used my CS spray… but been very close 
on numerous occasions. 
I have become a better and safer driver. 
I have polished my boots until they shine. 
I have accidently gone home with the response car keys 
still in my pocket. 

I have seen paramedics and doctors perform life-saving 
surgery at the roadside. 
I have received my ‘Long Service and Good Conduct’ 
medal from the Chief Constable. 
I have made some friends for life. 
I have seen an open leg fracture. 
I have worked with our Dog Section.  
I have seen a suspect being ‘tasered’. 
I have pursued a vehicle. 
I have rescued a dog which was hit by a car on the A12. 
I have arrested a suspect carrying a knife with a 10-inch 
blade. 
I have been scared. 
I have learned something new on every shift.  
I have called out the helicopter to help me search for 
suspects and missing people. 
I have stopped drivers who were too drunk to even stand 
up. 
I have told a daughter that her mother has died. 
I have told a father that his son has died. 
I have been threatened. 
I have sectioned people for their own safety. 
I have comforted a crash victim until the ambulance 
arrived. 
I have performed CPR for a long period of time. 
I have stopped young people from smoking cannabis. 
I have seen the harrowing consequences of drug use. 
I have taken young children into ‘police protection’ for 
their own safety. 
I have seen the death of many lonely people. 
I have pressed my button requesting urgent assistance 
from my colleagues three times. 
I have backed up colleagues in danger. 
I have got home hours late due to paperwork. 
I have laughed with colleagues. 
I have cried by myself. 
I have respect for everyone who works for emergency 
services. 
I have waved to ambulance teams while off duty. 
I have eaten doughnuts while on duty. 
I have comforted a pedestrian hit by a car. 
I have reversed our large police van into the smallest of 
spaces. 
I have helped stranded motorists. 
I have embraced the new technology to help keep us out 
of the station. 
I have been thanked by the Chief Constable. 
I have been promoted to Special Inspector. 
I have built great working relationship with my regular 
colleagues. 
I have been awarded Best Specials’ Supervisor in 2018. 
I have been nominated for Best Special Constable of the 
Year 2018. 
I have seen young officers grow in confidence 
I have completed 11 years of service 
I have made myself available to my team 24/7. 
I have spent many hours in A&E looking after injured 
victims and suspects. 
I have stood in the pouring rain for hours explaining why 
a road is closed to many motorists. 
I have seen the fire service cut the roof off many cars to 
help trapped people. 
I have spoken with victims of domestic abuse who are too 
frightened to make a statement. 
I have gone on a foot patrol in -6 degrees temperature. 
I have pulled two suicidal people away from the edge of 
train platforms as the train approached. 
I have a great team of Special Constables.
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St Helens RFC hosts a monthly breakfast with over 
120 businesses in the room, where the audience 
hears from their winning Player of the Month on his 
achievement before presenting him with his trophy.  
Following this, there is an invited guest presenter, 
and in January, the North West Regional Citizens 
in Policing Coordinator, and Special Constabulary 
Co-ordinator Barry Bright from Merseyside Police, 
were invited to present to local businesses on 
the Employer Supported Policing (ESP) Scheme. 
Whilst taking the opportunity to network with 
the businesses a meeting has been set up with 
Barclays Regional Managers to present ESP to 
them, and also develop a partnership through their 
Corporate Volunteering Scheme and the Merseyside 
Scambusters.
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